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ICONIC AUDIOVISUAL DATA EDITING
ENVIRONMENT

The third problem has been addressed with a patch
solution by Digital F/X of Mountain View, Calif. Their
product, HitchcockTM, allows a user to add locking edit
points and stationary markers to the edit worksheet. These

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No.
08/215,897, ?led on Mar. 22, 1994, now abandoned.

controls, however, complicate the storyboard user interface

analogy.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
A portion of the disclosure of this patent document
contains material that is subject to copyright protection. The
copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark O?ice
patent ?le or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright

protection whatsoever.
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through an editing process. The storyboard, timeline para
digm of audiovisual data, while useful for storytelling
purposes, does not lend itself to an intuitive understanding

of the editing paradigm.
15

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

Thus, what is needed in the art is a graphical environment
allowing .editing of audiovisual data that draws on a user’s

intuitive understanding of the editing process, thereby pro

The present invention is directed, in general, to data
editing and, more speci?cally, to an iconic environment
allowing a user to de?ne the manner in which audio or video 20

(“audiovisual”) data is edited by manipulating the relative
location of icons and other symbols.

viding a powerful and ?exible means by which to edit such
data.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
To address and overcome the above-discussed de?cien

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Video editing technology is changing dramatically. With

The fourth problem is a subjective insight based on
detailed studies and research of other user interface design.
Such studies have shown that users view editing of audio
visual data in terms of the transformations that the data make

25

cies of the prior art, it is a primary object of the present
invention to provide an iconic, graphical environment allow
ing a user to design an overall process for transforming

the introduction of new and faster Computers, rudimentary

audiovisual data by manipulating symbols or icons repre

A-B roll editing systems are rapidly being surpassed by

senting individual transformation processes. It is further an
object of the present invention to provide an environment in

more powerful and more ?exible computer-based digital

desktop editing systems.

which one can establish the relative order of transformation

Some principal companies involved in this emerging
technology are Adobe Systems, Apple Computer, Video
Toaster and Silicon Graphics. In particular, Silicon Graphics

processes graphically, designate audiovisual data on which
each transformation is to take place graphically and set

relative temporal or spatial relationships between the indi
vidual processes in a straightforward and intuitive manner.

sell pre-con?gured hardware/software systems to end users

for animation and video editing, while Apple Computer sells

35

Accordingly, in the attainment of the above-described

non-con?gured hardware (with system software, i.e.

primary object, the present invention provides both an iconic

QuickfTimem) designed for general use, as in their new

audiovisual data editing environment and a method of
editing audiovisual data in such an environment. The envi

AVTM series of computers. The Video ToasterTM is an

Amiga®-based editing hardware and software platfonn.

ronment comprises: (1) a working area capable of receiving
icons and symbols thereon, (2) a ?rst icon capable of being

Adobe Systems sells Adobe Premierm, a software program
that runs on the Apple Macintosh® (and just recently the
IBM® PC), that gives users the ability to do non-linear

post-production editing of video.
Although Adobe Premierm has competing products like
Avid’s VideoShop®, Adobe clearly dominates the market
place with Premier“. Premierm, however, has several

placed on the working area and symbolizing an audiovisual

data transformation process, the ?rst icon having a ?rst input
portion representing a ?rst process input and an output
portion representing a process output and (3) a ?rst audio
45

fundamental limitations that arise from the user interface
and the consequences of the choice of that user interface.

Premierm uses a time-based (or timeline-based) storyboard
analogy for its user interface, which makes any time
sensitive splices or edits di?icult to de?ne and implement.
Some broadly-stated weaknesses of the user interface

movable on the working area to symbolize a ?ow of the ?rst
audiovisual datum as a function of a relative location of the
50

transforming audiovisual data by manipulating symbols.
Although the ?rst audiovisual datum may be audio data,
graphical data or photographical data, preferably, the ?rst

1. the user is forced to perform unnecessary and time
55

audiovisual datum is a portion of a single frame of a video

stream, allowing the present invention to manipulate streams

2. sequential edits, or edits of other edits (compound
edits), are extremely cumbersome to perform;
3. prior edits cannot be adjusted without catastrophic

of data.

The primary advantage of such a structure is that manipu
lation of audiovisual data (or “editing”) can be performed in

effects on later or dependent edits; and
4. the user interface is not intuitive because it does not

match the paradigm of the task of editing.
The ?rst and second problems have been addressed by
VideoFusion’s VideoFusionTM, and by Avid’s Diva
VideoShop®, which allow direct manipulation of effect
modules, but the user interfaces of these products force them
to eliminate true sequential time-based editing.

?rst icon and the ?rst symbol on the working area. The
present invention allows a user to establish a process for

include the following:

consurning computations repeatedly to adjust timing;

visual data ?ow symbol capable of being placed on the
working area, symbolizing a communication of audiovisual
data between icons, the ?rst icon and the ?rst symbol freely

a much more intuitive fashion, since human beings think in

terms of symbols and their relative spatial and temporal
relationships. In fact, an important aspect of the present
invention is that separate audio or video streams can be
temporally or spatially synchronized with one another in a
65

novel fashion, allowing the streams to be manipulated with
respect to one another subsequently without losing their
synchronicity.

.
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Although the present invention can be embodied in dedi

should appreciate that the conception and the speci?c

cated hardware, the present invention is preferably operable

embodiment disclosed may be readily utilized as a basis for

as a series of software instructions on a general purpose

within the framework of a graphical user interface (“GUI”),

modifying or designing other structures for carrying out the
same purposes of the present invention. Those skilled in the
art should also realize that such equivalent constructions do
not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention as set

such as found in an Apple Macintosh® or an IBM® PC,

forth in the appended claims.

computer. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention
operates within the environment of a personal computer and

Operating under Windows®. Such computers employ a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

mouse as a pointing device, allowing a user to select and

“drag” symbols about on a working area to perform tasks.

10

This graphical user interface is provided in lieu of a more

traditional text-based command interface. The look, feel and
operation of such GUIs are known to those ordinarily skilled
in the art. For the purposes of the present invention, “audio
visual data” is de?ned as audio data, video data (including
graphical or photographical images) or a combination of

the accompanying drawings, in which:
15

audio and video data. The video data may be either an
individual still frame or a single ?'arne of a video stream.
In a preferred embodiment, more than one type of icon is

provided. Some icons, as the one described, contain but a

For a more complete understanding of the present
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is now
made to the following descriptions taken in conjunction with

FIG. 1 illustrates the audiovisual data editing
environment, including the working area and the icon stor
age area, of the present invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates a con?guration window for the source

icon of FIG. 1;
20

FIG. 3 illustrates a con?guration window for the ?lter

single input. Such an icon, for the purposes of the present

icon of FIG. 1;

invention, are de?ned as a “?lter.” In one embodiment of the

FIG. 4 illustrates a con?guration window for the effect
icon of FIG. 1; and
FIG. 5 illustrates a con?gm'ation window for the sink icon
of FIG. 1.

present invention, the ?rst icon has a second input portion
representing a second process input, the second process
input capable of receiving a second electrical input signal

25

representing a second audiovisual datum, the process com

bining and transfonning the ?rst and second input signals to
produce the electrical output signal at the process output

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

representing a combination and transformation of the ?rst

and second audiovisual data. An icon having two inputs is

30

de?ned as an “effect.”

The ?rst icon (that may be a ?lter, e?‘ect or other icon) is
initially located along with other icons in an icon selection

Referring initially to FIG. 1, illustrated is the audiovisual
data editing environment of the present invention. The

environment, generally designated 100 is preferably formed
on a visual display of a general purpose computer (not

shown). In its most preferred embodiment, the present

area proximate the working area. To create an edit, the user
selects and drags icons from the icon selection area to the 35

invention operates on a personal computer equipped with a
GUI-based operating system, such as an Apple Macintosh®
or an IBM® PC running under Microsoft® Windows®. The

working area, placing the icons in the working area in an
order from left to right, symbolizing the order in which the
processes represented by the icons are meant to De per
formed. Icons located vertically above one another are

software of the present invention employs the processing
and input/output (“I/O”) hardware of the computer and
makes calls to operating system routines, allowing the

positioned to be performed in parallel.
The audiovisual data ?ow symbol is preferably graphi

to edit audiovisual data. In FIGS. 1 through 5, the software

cally represented as a line (with or without an arrow) and is

software to create a graphical, iconic environment in which

of the present invention is shown as operating on an Apple
Macintosh®.

capable of graphically representing a joining of the icons.

Attached hereto as Appendix “A” is a source code listing

Thus, to link the icons together into a process, the user clicks
and drags the mouse to create lines joining the icons

(written to work with the commercially-available ‘Think

together, thereby denoting a ?ow of data and an overall

editing process.

Class Library” C-H- programming framework by
Symantec®) of a software program embodying the present
invention and incorporated herein by reference. One ordi
narily skilled in the art can make and practice the present
invention with reference to Appendix “A.”

In one embodiment of the present invention, the user can
de?ne a process consisting of a number of icons and 50
audiovisual data ?ow symbols and can de?ne a single icon
The environment 100 contains, among other things, a
as embodying that entire process, akin to the conventional
working area 110 and an icon storage area (or “toolbar”)
practice of calling subroutines as a single unit. Thus, the ?rst
120. The icon storage area 120 contains a plm‘ality of icons
icon may symbolize a plurality of audiovisual data trans
that can be selected to form building blocks of an editing
formation processes. If an icon is de?ned in terms of other 55 process to be schematically designed on the working area
icons and ?ow symbols, the icon is called “hierarchical.”
110. Shown are a source icon 121, an effect icon 122, a ?lter
In a preferred embodiment, the environment of the present
icon 123 and a sink icon 124.
invention further comprises source and sink icons. A source
The source icon 121 symbolizes an audiovisual data
icon only has an output and thus represents a source of
source, whether the source be real time audio or video from
audiovisual data to be edited. A sink icon only has an input
a microphone, camera or computer network or audio or
and therefore represents a destination for edited data.
video stored on tape or other storage media. The source icon

The foregoing has outlined rather broadly the features and
121 has an output portion 125 representing a source output
technical advantages of the present invention so that the
The output portion 125 is symbolized by a short line
detailed description of the invention that follows may be
protruding from the right side of the source icon 121, as
better understood. Additional features and advantages of the 65 shown in FIG. 1. The source icon 121 further has a con
invention will be described hereinafter which form the
?guration window associated therewith for allowing a user
subject of the claims of the invention. Those skilled in the art
to provide information regarding the identity and operation

5,664,216
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of the source output. The con?guration window will be
described more particularly in conjunction with FIG. 2.
The effect icon 122 symbolizes a multiple source audio
visual data transformation process. In such a process, two
inputs are combined to produce an output. Accordingly, the
' e?rect icon 122 has multiple input portions 126. 127 repre
senting multiple source process inputs and an output portion
128 representing a multiple source process output The input

symbol to denote such a ?ow. In the illustrated embodiment,
the audiovisual data ?ow symbol is simply a line joining a
selected output to a selected input. More than one audiovi

sual data ?ow symbol can attach to an output (thereby

denoting two destinations for a given output), but any given
input can accommodate only one audiovisual data ?ow
symbol. In the illustrated embodiment, combinations of data
can therefore only occur within etfect processes or other

processes having more than one input, although the present

portions and output portion 126, 127, 128 are symbolized by

invention is not so limited.

short lines protruding from the left and right sides of the

In FIG. 1, a ?rst audiovisual data ?ow symbol 132 is
shown joining an output portion 125a of the source icon
121a to a ?rst input portion 129a of the ?lter icon 123a. A

effect icon 122, as shown in FIG. 1. The eifect icon 122
further has a con?guration window associated therewith for

allowing a user to provide information regarding the identity
and operation of the e?ect, including a temporal or spatial
relationship between the input portions 126, 127 thereof.
The con?guration window will be described more particu
larly in conjunction with FIG. 4.

second audiovisual data ?ow symbol 133 joins the output

The ?lter icon 123 symbolizes a single source audiovisual
data transformation process. In such a process, one input is

transformed to produce an output. Accordingly, the ?lter

icon 173 has a single input portion 129 representing a single
source process input and an output portion 130 representing
a single source process output. The input portion and output
portion 129,130 are symbolized by short lines protruding
from the left and right sides of the ?lter icon 123, as shown

25

Thus, the user has de?ned a data flow originating in a

in FIG. 1. The ?lter icon 123 further has a con?guration
window associated therewith for allowing a user to provide

single source, the data ?ow being ?ltered twice to produce
one output signal delivered to one sink. the data ?ow being
?ltered and combined with itself to produce another output
signal provided to another sink. The paradigm of the present
invention is particularly adept at showing this data ?ow in an
intuitive way.
One of the most powerful aspects of the present invention
is its ability to assign a single icon to a process user-de?ned

information regarding the identity and operation of the ?lter,
including the temporal or spatial relationship of its input
portion 129 to input portions of other eifects or ?lters. The
con?guration window will be described more particularly in

conjunction with FIG. 3.
The sink icon 124 symbolizes an audiovisual data sink or
destination, whether the sink be real time audio or video to
a speaker, monitor or computer network or audio or video

portion 125a to a second input portion 127a of the effect
icon 122a. Athird audiovisual data ?ow symbol 134 joins an
output portion 130a of the ?lter icon 123a to an input portion
12% of the ?lter icon 123b. A fourth audiovisual data flow
symbol 135 joins the output portion 130a to a ?rst input
portion 126a of the eifect icon 122a. A?fth audiovisual data
?ow symbol 136 joins an output portion 13% of the ?lter
icon 123b to an input portion 131a of the sink icon 124a.
Finally, a sixth audiovisual data ?ow symbol 137 joins an
output 128a of the effect icon 122a to an input 131b of the
sink icon 124b.

35

as an interconnected group of other icons. The single icon is

a hierarchical icon, symbolizing multiple audiovisual data

stored on tape or other storage media. The sink icon 124 has

transformation processes as a single audiovisual data trans

an input portion 131 representing a sink input. The input
portion 131 is symbolized by a short line protruding from the

formation process. Each hierarchical icon is allowed to have

any number of input portions and output portions. The

left side of the sink icon 124, as shown in FIG. 1. The sink
icon 124 further has a con?guration window associated
therewith for allowing a user to provide information regard

hierarchical icon can be analogized to subroutines in com
puter programs, wherein a programmer can call for the
execution of a series of instructions as though the series were

ing the identity and operation of the sink input. The con
?guration window will be described more particularly in
conjunction with FIG. 5.

a single instruction. This provides a great tool for the
programmer, as it simpli?es the creation and debugging of
programs. In a like manner, the user’s job is greatly simpli

As shown in FIG. 1, a user has selected a single source

?ed when the user can create customized audiovisual pro

icon 1210, dragging the icon 121a ?'om its place in the icon

cessing “subprocesses,” subsequently calling the subpro

selection area 120 to the working area 110 and placing the
icon toward the left side of the working area 110. The user

cesses simply by manipulating a single hierarchical icon.
In the example provided in FIG. 1, the user could de?ne

has further chosen two ?lter icons 123a, 123b and has placed
them to the right of the source icon 121a roughly in series

50 a hierarchical icon as the combination of the effects icon

with one another. The user has also chosen an effects icon

122a and the two ?lter icons 123a, 123b, as joined together
by the third and fourth audiovisual data ?ow symbols 134,

122a and has placed it somewhat below the second of the
two ?lter icons 123b. Finally, the user has placed two sink
icons 124a, 1241: on the right side of the working area 110,
placing them vertically, one over the other. It should be
noted, and it is evident in FIG. 1, that the various icons 121a,

combination would have two input portions (leading to the
second input portion 127a and the input portion 129a) and
two output portions (leading from the output portion 128a
and the output portion 13%). An empty space 138 on the

122a, 123a, 123b, 124a, 124b do not need to be precisely
aligned horizontally or vertically with one another. The
relative placement of the icons does indicate data ?ow,
however.
Once the user has placed the icons 121a, 122a, 123a,
123b, 124a, 12Ab in their appropriate positions, the user is
required to connect the various input and output portions of
the icons 121a, 122a, 123a, 123b, 124a, 1241) to denote a
?ow of audiovisual data through the process. The present
invention introduces the concept of an audiovisual data ?ow

135. In such a case, the hierarchical icon representing this
55

icon storage area 120 is reserved for a hierarchical icon.
Obviously, the icon storage area 120 can be expanded to
contain as many user-de?ned hierarchical icons as needed.

As with the other icons, the hierarchical icon has a con?gu
ration window associated therewith. The hierarchical icon
con?guration window is constructed in a manner similar to

the con?guration window for the effect icon, described in
conjunction with FIG. 4.
Turning now to FIG. 2, illustrated is a con?guration
window for the source icon of FIG. 1. The user invokes the

5,664,216
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con?guration window, generally designated 200, by double

designate an ending frame number at which the ?lter is to

clicking on the source icon 121a of FIG. 1. The con?gura
tion window 200 allows the user to con?gure the source icon
121a, thus allowing the user to designate a source of
audiovisual data for the editing process. In the illustrated
embodiment, the con?guration window 200 conforms to a

end its operation. The difference between the ending frame
number and the starting frame number divided by the frame
rate yields the length of the ?lter operation, in this case, the
length of the spin. Thus, the user may designate operation of
a ?lter by setting any two of a starting, mid or ending point

Macintosh®-standard “dialog.” The con?guration window

or one of such points and a rate.
There are many types of ?lter processes, some of which

200 includes a ?les area 210 listing potential sources of
audiovisual data. The user can designate a particular ?le in
the ?les area by double-clicking on the selected ?le or by
single-clicking on the selected ?le and single-clicking an

are: add depth, anti-alias, backwards (audio and/or video),

bend, blur, boost, brightness/contrast, camera blur, clip, cut,
center, compress, decompress, make bold, make underlined,

“open” button 220 to select the ?le. An “eject” button 230
allows a user to eject non-?xed media, typically a ?oppy
disk. to allow substitution of other media. A “desktop”
button 240 gives the user access to the conventional desktop

change point size, justify, cut text, set text color, set text font,
color balance, color o?’set, color pass, color replace, con

volution kernel, crop, crystallize, echo, emboss, extract, ?eld
interpolate, ?nd edges, gamma correction, Gaussian blur,
Gaussian sharpen, ghosting, horizontal ?ip, hue
and’saturation, image pan, invert, levels, mesh warp,

interface. A “cance ” button 250 closes the con?guration

window. Finally, a “capture” button 260 allows capture of
audiovisual data from an external source, such as a

mosaic, pinch, pointillize, posterize, posterize time, radial

microphone, camera, audiotape or videotape recorder. Once

blur, replicate, resize, ripple, roll, rotate 2D, rotate 3D, oifset

the user has designated a source, whether it be a ?le or an 20

2D, o?’set 3D, resize, sharpen, sharpen edges, shift, speed

external source, the con?guration window 200 closes, allow

up, slow down, spherize, tiles, tint, twirl, vertical ?ip, video
noise, wave, zigzag, graphic pen, dry brush, poster edges,
dark strokes, charcoal, fresco, ?lm grain, spatter, chalk and

ing the user to move to other con?guration windows as

desired.

charcoal, emboss, ripple, smudge stick, chrome, mosaic,

There are many types of source processes, some of which

are: black, white, capture, noise, silence, rectangle source,

25

conic section source, Bezier curve source, spline source, text
source, and tone generator.

'lhrning now to FIG. 3, illustrated is a con?guration
window for the ?lter icon of FIG. 1. The user invokes the

craquelure, watercolor, accented edges, diifuse glow, palette

knife, sprayed strokes, angled strokes, glowing edges,
patchwork, stamp, bas relief, grain, photocopy, texturizer,

triangle source, brick source, pyramid source, conic source,

colored pencil, note paper, rough pastels and underpainting.
Some of the above can also be used for single ?ames,
30

photographs or other static graphical images. Audio related

con?guration window, generally designated 300, by double

?lter processes include: amplify, backwards, bender, echo,

clicking on one of the ?lter icons 123a, 1231: of FIG. 1. Each
icon 123a, 123b has its own con?guration window 300. The
con?guration window 300 allows the user to con?gure the

pitch, smooth, tempo, and FM synthesis. The present inven

type and operation of each ?lter. Again, in the illustrated
embodiment, the con?guration window 300 conforms to the

emphasize, envelope, ?lter, ?anger, noise gate, reverb, shift
tion is not limited to the ?lters listed here.
35

Macintosh®-standard “dialog.”

Once the user has designated the type and operation of the
?lter, the user presses an “OK” button 380 and the con?gu
ration window 300 closes, allowing the user to move to other
con?guration windows as desired via the screen of FIG. 1.
Turning now to FIG. 4, illustrated is a con?guration
window for the effect icon of FIG. 1. The user invokes the

The con?guration window 300 includes an “Icon Name”
?eld 310, allowing a user to give a unique name to each ?lter
icon. If the user names an icon, the name is displayed under
the corresponding icon in the screen of FIG. 1. A “Filter
con?guration window, generally designated 400, by double
Type” ?eld 320 allows the user to choose the type of ?lter
clicking on the effect icon 122a of FIG. 1. The con?guration
transformation to be performed on the audiovisual data. In
window 400 allows the user to con?gure the type and
the illustrated example the ?lter type is chosen to be a
45 operation of the effect. Again, in the illustrated embodiment,
“spin,” wherein input video ?ames rotate about a center
the con?guration window 400 conforms to the Macintosh®
point of the screen. A rotational rate can be selected by
standard “dialog.”

single-clicking a “more options” button 330.
A “description” area 340 provides a space for containing
a description of the function of the ?lter or can, in one 50
embodiment, allow the user to enter a verbal description of

the ?lter or its role in the overall editing process. A “cancel”

button 350 closes the con?guration window. Centrally
located in the con?guration window 300 is a central portion
360 including a representation 362 of the visual data as it
undergoes the ?lter transformation. The central portion 360
further includes “frame,” “sync,” “start” and “end” counters
364, 366, 368, 370. The “frame” counter 364 indicates the

data. In the illustrated example, the effect type is chosen to
55

be a “fade,” wherein a ?rst stream of video ?ames dissolves
into a second stream of video frames. Afade rate or type can

be selected by single-clicking a “more options” button 430.
A “description” area 440 provides a space for containing

?ame being represented in the representation 362.

a description of the function of the effect or can, in one
embodiment, allow the user space to enter a verbal descrip

The “sync” counter 366 may be used to establish spatial
or temporal relationship between the ?lter process and the
input, for instance allowing the user to designate a speci?c
frame of the input at which a midpoint of the spin or other
?lter operation is to occur.
The “start” counter 368 allows the user to designate a
starting frame number at which the ?lter is to begin to
operate. Finally, the “end” counter 370 allows the user to

The con?guration window 400 includes an “Icon Name”
?eld 410, allowing a user to give a unique name to each
effect icon. If the user names an icon, me name is displayed
under the corresponding icon in the screen of FIG. 1. An
“E?’ect Type” ?eld 420 allows the user to choose the type of
effect transformation to be performed on the audiovisual

tion of the e?’ect or its role in the overall editing process. A
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“cancel” button 450 closes the con?guration window. The
heart of the con?guration window 400 is a pair of central
portions 460a, 46%. A ?rst central portion 460a includes a
representation 462a of the ?rst stream as it undergoes the
, effect transformation. A second central portion 46%
includes a representation 462b of the second stream as it
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undergoes the effect transformation. The ?rst central portion
4600 further includes ?rst “frame,” “sync.” “start” and
“end” counters 464a, 466a, 468a, 470a. The second central
portion 46% also includes second “frame,” “sync,” “start”
and “end” counters 464b, 466b, 468b, 47%. As with the
?lter con?guration window of FIG. 3, the ?rst and second

the spatial synchronization is set, the user is free to manipu
late the etfect or the temporal relationship entirely indepen

“frame” counters 464a, 4641) indicate the frame being rep

checkerboard, clock wipe, cross dissolve, cross stretch, cross

dently.
There are many types of e?’ect processes, some of which

are: additive dissolve, band slide, bandwipe, barn doors,
center merge, center peel, center split, channel map,

resented in the representations 4620, 462b.
The ?rst and second “sync” counters 466a, 466b allow the
user to synchronize the two inputs of the effect with each
other, allowing the user to establish a relative spatial or

zoom, cube spin, curtain, dither, dissolve. direct, displace,
10

doors, fold up, funnel, inset, iris cross, iris start, iris
diamond, iris points, iris round, iris square. luminance map,

non-additive dissolve, multi-spin, page peel, page turn, paint

temporal relationship between the two inputs. This is a key

splatter, peel back, PICT mask, pinwheel, push, radial wipe,

feature of the present invention, as it allows the inputs of the
process to be synchronized relative to one another indepen

random blocks, random wipe, roll away, slash slide, slide,

dent of the operation of the process, giving great ?exibility
and power to the “process” editing paradigm of the present

boxes, split, stretch, swap, swing in. swing out, take,

texturize, 3-D, venetian blinds, wedge wipe, wipe, zigzag

invention.

blocks, zoom, checkerwipe, clock wipe, corner merge, cor

The ?rst and second “start” counters 468a, 468k allow the
user to designate a starting frame number at which the e?’ect

ner swing in, corner swing out, corners overlap, cross
emboss and cross mosaic. More advanced effect processes

is to begin to operate. Finally, the ?rst and second “end”
counters 470a, 470b allow the user to designate the ending
frame number.
Operation of the counters will now be explained with
reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 shows the ?rst representation

sliding bands, sliding boxes, spherize, spin, spin away, spiral

20

include: dub, add with o?set—-2D image-2 input, add with
otfset--2D image—3 input, add with oifset—2D image-5
input, add with offset-3D image-2 input, add with
offset-3D image-3 input, add with offset-3D image--5

input, morph, shade, append, overlay ‘text/titles, scroll,
append text, insert text, and chroma key. The present inven

462a as a cartoon character throwing an undisclosed pro

jectile. The second representation 46% shows the character

tion is not limited to the effects listed here.

staring at a tree from which his clothes are hanging. pre
sumably as a result of retribution dealt out by the recipient

eifect, the user presses an “OK” button 490 and the con

Once the user has designated the type and operation of the
?guration window 400 closes, allowing the user to move to
other con?guration windows as desired via the screen of
FIG. 1.
Turning now to FIG. 5, illustrated is a con?guration
window for the sink icon of FIG. 1. The user invokes the

of the undisclosed projectile. These two representations
' 462a, 462b may be of two streams of video data shot

simultaneously, but from two different camera angles. As
such, the frames of each stream can be synchronized by
setting the “sync” counters 466a, 466b with the frame
numbers of single frames of their corresponding ?rst and
second representations 462a, 462b. These two frames are
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therefore locked together and ensures that a transition from
one stream to the other will not appear awkward or broken.

The user then employs the “start” and “end” counters 468a,
468b, 470a. 47% to align the effect with the two streams.

con?guration window, generally designated 500, by double
clicking on either of the sink icons 124a, 124b of FIG. 1. The
con?guration window 500 allows the user to con?gure, for
example, the sink icon 124a, thus allowing the, user to
designate a destination for audiovisual data produced by the

editing process. In the illustrated embodiment, the con?gu

Once the two streams are synchronized, the user can cause
the e?ect to move forward or backward in time or space

ration window 500 conforms to the Macintosh®-standard
“dialog.” The con?guration window 500 includes a ?les area

without disturbing the synchronization of the two streams.
Likewise, the user can readjust the synchronization of the

510 listing potential destinations of audiovisual data. The
user can designate save the data as a new ?le by entering a

two streams, perhaps in an effort to correct a perceived 45 ?lename in a “Save the Movie as” ?eld 560 or can designate

an existing ?le by double-clicking on the selected ?le or by
single-clicking on the selected ?le and single-clicking a

awkward or broken relationship without disturbing the tim
ing of the eifect. This is an important feature of a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

“save” button 520 to select the ?le. The audiovisual data or
“movie” can be self-contained or can be saved in an industry

Those skilled in the art will realize that the above

described synchronization operates equally well with audio

50

data streams, allowing the user to synchronize audio data
with video data or other audio data.

As previously described, the present invention also con
templates use of the “sync” counters 466a, 46612 to provide
spatial separation of the two input video streams. For
instance. one video stream may contain a ?rst object moving

standard EDL format, allowing the movie to be made a part
of a larger movie.
An “eject” button 530 allows a user to eject non-?xed

media, typically a ?oppy disk, to allow substitution of other
media. A “desktop” button 540 gives the user access to the
55

conventional desktop interface. Finally, a “cancel” button
550 closes the con?guration window. Once the user has

?'om left to right on a horizontal centerline of the screen. The

designated a sink, the con?guration window 500 closes,

other video stream may contain a second object moving
from right to left, again along a horizontal centerline of the

allowing the user to move to other con?guration windows as
desired.
There are many types of sink processes, some of which

screen. The “sync” counters 466a, 4661: may be used to bias
the ?rst object toward the top of the screen and to bias the
second object toward the bottom of the screen. This allows

are: display and print to video.
Those skilled in the art will recognize that various alter
native forms of the present invention are possible. First, the

the two objects to pass one another on the screen without

coming into contact. This spatial synchronization or offset is
further independent of the temporal relationship of the two
video streams. For instance, the ?rst object can move across
the screen ?rst followed by the second, or vice versa. Once

software of the present invention can be implemented on a
65

special-pm'pose computer, rather than a general-purpose
computer. Further, the present invention can be embodied in
hardware. Relative synchronization between inputs of ?lter

5,664,216
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and effect operations can be made graphically by way of
placing symbols on the working area, rather than by setting

audiovisual data ?ow symbol capable of being placed on the
working area, symbolizing a cormnunication of audiovisual

counters in the various con?guration screens.

data between icons, the ?rst icon and the ?rst symbol freely

From the above, it is apparent that the present invention
provides an iconic audiovisual data editing environment and

movable on the working area to symbolize a ?ow of the ?rst
audiovisual datum as a function of a relative location of the
?rst icon and the ?rst symbol on the working area.

a method of editing audiovisual data in such an environment

The environment comprises: (1) a working area capable of
receiving icons and symbols thereon, (2) a ?rst icon capable
of being placed on the working area and symbolizing an

Although the present invention and its advantages have

audiovisual data transformation process, the ?rst icon hav 10

been described in detail, it should be understood that various
changes, substitutions and alterations can be made herein

ing a ?rst input portion representing a ?rst process input and
an output portion representing a process output and (3) a ?rst

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention
as de?ned by the appended claims.
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Appendix "A"
"This file i: called: "CAddChunKChQrOJP'Q/

Ipraq-a once

/* Interiacc for its supcrcluss?/

Cllss CAddChunkCbozo : public Cchore (

Public:
virtual void
virtual void
cchunk uucmmk;

Puxtor-(lcnq ?uxslnepl :
XAddChunkCh0tB(CCnunk *thechunk):

/* Class Declaration'v

5,664,216
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Appendix "A"

class Cbolatasalaction'ruk : public c'rasx (

)7

/* Clala Declaration‘;

void
virtual void

lbclalasalactlon'lazk(ahort lllnlnlndexh
Beqin'rzack1ng(5tzuct LonqPt *startPt);

virtual. void

Bnd'l‘rackinguitruct LongPt l'cuztPt, ttruct LonqPt ?pzevPt, strum LonqPt 'ltnrtPt):
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Appendix "A"
[i'lhll file is called:
Iprlqla one.

CLASS CIR‘IHIDILMZ'IDU X

CLASS CHul

clan: CDraqAmu : public C?euse'l'aik

(

virtual void Undohmid):
CDr-Hlbll‘rrow "lbraulhllkrou) ;
virtual Void nuonrcid);
virtual
Virtual void hIpTZ‘lCKXng( LnnqPt .cuz-xPt, LongPt ~pravPz, LonqPt 'suztPt):
virtual

lndl‘rack1nq( LungP'; ‘cut’t, LongPt *provPc. Lonqpt nataztpt):
virtual void
Boolan oKtvold);
void banana-cm ):
void DooLdAttacM ):
void hllovcfPolnt tbcPoint) .

